Friday, April 12th  1:00 PM

Bryan Doerries and Bill Egginton in conversation

Theater of War Productions

Theater of War Productions works with leading film, theater, and television actors to present dramatic readings of seminal plays followed by discussions of the material. The process helps communities confront social issues by drawing out raw and personal reactions to the plays’ themes.

Join us at Bird in Hand for a lunchtime discussion between Bryan Doerries, Artistic Director of Theater of War Productions, and William Egginton, Director of the Alexander Grass Humanities Institute at Hopkins. They’ll tackle the value of the public humanities, Theater of War Productions’ work in various communities, and the relevance of ancient stories to our lives.

Even better, they’ll be joined by remarkable actors – David Strathairn (Good Night, and Good Luck; Lincoln) and Marjolaine Goldsmith (Afterwords; Compromise) for a theatrical demonstration.
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